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WVQ Complete Articles Notebook 1932-1946

- 1932. A Note on Nicod’s Postulate in Mind (July 1932), 41(163): 345-350
- 1933. The Logic of Sequences in (Summaries of Theses, Harvard (1932), 335 - 338


- 1935.+ A unified calculus of propositions, classes, and relations (abstract) in Bulletin American Mathematical Society 41: 338


- 1936. On the Axiom of Reducibility. in Mind (October 1936), 45(180): 498-500


• 1937. Review of Oskar Becker's *Eudoxos-Studien IV* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 2(1)

• 1937. Review of J. C. C. McKinsey’s *On the Generation of the Functions...* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 2(1)

• 1937. Review of Wolfgang Pich’s *Uber Unabhängigkeitsbeweise...* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 2(1)

• 1937. Review of Ingebrigt Johansson’s *Der Minimalkalkil...* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 2(1)

• 1937. Review of Fritz Klein-Barmen *Ein Beitrag...* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 2(1)

• 1937. Review of Julius Rudolph Weinberg *An examination of logical positivism...* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (June 1937)


• 1938. Review of Hilbert and Ackermann’s *Grundzüge der theoretischen Logik* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 3: 83 - 84

• 1938. Review of Chwistek and Hetper’s *New foundation of formal metamathematics* in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 3: 120 - 121

• 1939. Designation and Existence. *Journal of Philosophy* (December 21, 1939), 36(26): 701-709 [reprinted partially in W. V. Quine’s *From A Logical Point of View*]


• MISSING 1939. *A Logistical Approach to the Ontological Problem.* in *Journal of Unified Science = Erkenntnis* (1939), 9: 84-89. [Preprints only (German invasion)] [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *The Ways of Paradox*]


• 1941. *Element and Number.* *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (December 1941), 6(4): 135-149 [reprinted in
W. V. Quine's Selected Logic Papers]
- 1946. On Relations as Coextensive with Classes. in Journal of Symbolic Logic (September 1946), 11(3): 71-72 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's Selected Logic Papers]
- 1946. Concatenation as a Basis for Arithmetic. in Journal of Symbolic Logic (December 1946), 11(4): 105-114 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's Selected Logic Papers]
- 1946. Translation (with introduction) of Löwenheim's manuscript On Making Indirect Proofs Direct, Class, and Number in Script and Mathematica 12: 125 - 134

WVQ Complete Articles Notebook 1947-1961
- 1949. On Decidability and Completeness. in Synthese (1948-49), 7: 441-446
- 1949. A Theorem on Parametric Boolean Functions. 4 page research memorandum RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA: RAND catalog [new discovery; added to Quine archives 7/10/2020]
- 1949. On Functions of Relations with Special Reference to Social Welfare. 15 page research memorandum RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA: RAND catalog [new discovery; added to Quine
1949. Commutative Boolean Functions. 5 page research memorandum **RAND Corporation**, Santa Monica, CA: [RAND catalog] [new discovery; added to Quine archives 7/10/2020]


1951. It Tastes Like Chicken in *Furioso*: Winter 1951 pp. 37-39


1951. Semantics and Abstract Objects. in *Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences* (July 1951), 80(1): 90-96 [partially reprinted in W. V. Quine's *From a Logical Point of View*]


1951. Two Dogmas of Empiricism. *Philosophical Review* (January 1951), 60(1): 20-43 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *From A Logical point of View* and *Quintessence*] [scan: 2de150...jpg ; 2de300...jpg]

MISSING 1951.+ Some theorems on definability and decidability (abstract with Alonzo Church) in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 16: 239 - 240 [see paper in 1952]


1952. (with William Craig.) *On Reduction to a Symmetric Relation*. in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (September 1952), 17(3): 188

MISSING 1952.+ The problem of simplifying truth functions (abstract) in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 17: 156 [see papers in later years]

1953. On w-Inconsistency and a so-called Axiom of Infinity. in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (June 1953), 18(2): 119-124 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Selected Logic Papers*]
• 1953. Mr. Strawson on Logical Theory. in Mind (October 1953), 62(248): 433-451 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *The Ways of Paradox*]
• 1953.+ Two Theorems About Truth Functions. in *Boletín de la Sociedad Matemática Mexicana* (1953), 10: 64-70. [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Selected Logic Papers*]
• 1954. Quantification and the Empty Domain. in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (September 1954), 19(3): 177-179 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Selected Logic Papers*]
• MISSING 1954.+ Letter on Griggs in *Atlantic Monthly* 194: 21
• MISSING 1954. Reduction to a Dyadic Predicate. in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (September 1954), 19(3): 180-182 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Selected Logic Papers*]
• 1956. On Formulas with Valid Cases. in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* (June 1956), 21(2): 148
• 1956. Quantifiers and Propositional Attitudes. in *Journal of Philosophy* (March 1, 1956), 53(5): 177-187 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *The Ways of Paradox* and *Quintessence*]
• MISSING 1956.+ Unification of universes in set theory (abstract) in *Journal of Symbolic Logic* 21: 216
• 1957.+ Logic, Symbolic. in *Encyclopedia Americana* [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Selected Logic Papers*]
• 1957. The Scope and Language of Science. in *British Journal for the Philosophy of Science* (May 1957), 8(29): 1-17 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *The Ways of Paradox* and *Quintessence*]
• 1958. Speaking of Objects. in *Proceedings and Addresses of the American Philosophical Association* (1958), 31: 5-22 [partially reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Word and Object*]; [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Ontological Relativity and Other Essays* and *Quintessence*]
• 1958.+ The Philosophical Bearing of Modern Logic. in *Philosophy in the Mid-Century*, R. Klibansky (editor), Florence: Nuova Italia, 3f
Word and Object


WVQ Articles Notebook 1962-1974


- **MISSING 1965.** *Universals.* pp. 78 - 85 in Metaphysics, Charles Baylis (editor), MacMillan
Company, New York [reprinted from W. V. Quine's From A Logical Point of View pages 9 - 18]

- MISSING 1967.+ Introductory Notes, From Frege to Gödel., J. van Heijenoort (editor), Harvard, pp. 150-152, 216f, 355-357
- MISSING 1968.+ Comment on "Yourgrau's Paper" By W. V. Quine (London Colloquium, 1965) in Problems in Philosophy of Science, Lakatos and Musgrave (editors) [reprinted in W. V. Quine's Theories and Things]
- MISSING 1969.+ On Austin's Method. in Symposium on J. L. Austin. K. T. Fann (editor), Routledge,
pp. 86 - 90 [reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Theories and Things*]


- 1970.+ *Comments on Belnap* (abstract) in *Nou"{e}s* 4: 12


- 1971. *Algebraic Logic and Predicate Functors* which was reprinted in W. V. Quine's *The Ways of Paradox*]


- MISSING 1972.* *Meaning and Translation*. pp. 70 - 95 in *Challenges to Empiricism*, Harold Morick


MISSING 1974.* On Popper's Negative Methodology. in The Philosophy of Karl Popper, P. A. Schilpp (editor), La Salle, IL: Open Court, pp. 218 - 220


Houghton Box 126 - WVQ Complete Articles Binders 1975-present

**WVQ Articles Notebook 1975-1984**


- 1976.+ *Comment on Croddy* in *Erkenntnis* 10: 103


- 1979.+ *Comments (on Davidson)* in *Meaning and Use,* A. Margalit (editor), Reidel, 21 - 22


- MISS 1979. *Has Philosophy Lost Contact with People?* in *Newsday* (November 18, 1979), Part I, Section 2: 5, 13. Rewritten by editor of *Newsday.* [original text printed in W. V. Quine's *Theories and Things*] printed with unauthorized changes as noted on author’s copy


• MISS 1981.* *The Pragmatists' Place in Empiricism.* pp. 21-39 in *Pragmatism: Its Sources and Prospects,* Robert J. Mulvaney and Philip M. Zeltner (editors), University of South Carolina Press [partially reprinted in W. V. Quine's *Theories and Things* and *Quintessence* as Five Milestones of Empiricism]


• 1984. *What I Believe.* in *What I Believe* Mark Booth (Editor) pages 70-75


Russell Studies 8, issue 1: , pp. 232-246

[http://digitalcommons.mcmaster.ca/russelljournal/vol8/iss1/19; scanned: wvq-tenability-of-Russells-Early-Philosophy.pdf]

- 1988.* Lines On Life For Mr. Moorhead is best known as Life is agid. Life is fulgid. and was renamed (by the editor) Methods of Logic when published in Hugh S. Moorhead (editor) The Meaning of Life: According To Our Century's Greatest Writers and Thinkers. (Chicago: Chicago Review Press): 154-155 (handwritten and printed versions) [scanned: wvq-life-is-agid.pdf]
- 1988. Wayward Passages. in Grand Street (Autumn) 8: 86-90 [favorite one line quotes and phrases by Quine] [Norma Quine typewscript from Harvard Memorial: WaywardPassages.doc]
- 1989.* Mind, Brain, and Behavior. pp. 1 - 6 in Progress in Behavioral Studies Volume 1, Aaron J. Brownstein (editor), Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies, Cambridge MA
- 1959. It Tastes Like Chicken (reprint) in Delos: Spring 1989
- 1990. Elementary Proof That Some Angles Cannot be Trisected by Ruler and Compass. in Mathematics Magazine (April 1990), 63(2): 95-105
- 1992.* On Philosopher's Concern with Language (renamed by the editor as) Words are All We Have to Go On. in TLS [Times Literary Supplement] [July 3, 1992], 4657: 8 [scan: wvq-words-are-all...]

**WVQ Articles Notebook 1994-present**

• 1994. Responses. in Inquiry special issue entitled Symposium on Quine's Philosophy, D. Føllesdal and A. Hannay (editors), (December 1994), 37(4): 495-505. [Quine responds to articles by Günter Abel, Lars Bergström, Donald Davidson, Burton Dreben, Roger F. Gibson, Christopher Hookway and Dag Prawitz]


1997. Responses to seven papers: Response to Hintikka, Response to Smart, Response to Haack, Response to Orenstein, Response to Lewis and Holdcroft, Response to Laugier, Response to Lauener, Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-582

1997. Mission To Brazil -- In Logique & Analyse (1997), 5-8 [ based in major portion upon Quine's autobiography pp. 170-175]


1997 The Flowering of Thought in Language in Thought and Language. John Preston, Editor; Cambridge University Press [presented at annual conference of the Royal Institute of Philosophy, University of Reading (UK), Sept. 1996] [scan: wvq-flowering-thought …]


2000. I, You, and It: An Epistemological Triangle in Orenstein, Alex and Kotatko, Petr (editors) Knowledge, Language And Logic: Questions For Quine (Boston Studies In The Philosophy Of Science)

2000. Response to Anthony, Response to Bergstrom, Response to George, Response to Gibson, Response to Gjelsvik, Response to Grayling, Response to Horwich, Response to Lehrer, Response to Miscevic,
Response to Neale, Response to Orenstein, Response to Pagin, Response to Parsons, Response to Ray, Response to Recanati Response to Segal, Response to Stoutland, Response to Szubka, and Response to Woodruff. in Orenstein, Alex and Kotatko, Petr (editors) Knowledge, Language And Logic: Questions For Quine (Boston Studies In The Philosophy Of Science)

- 2000. Three Networks: Similarity, Implication, and Membership [listed in the original program as The Pre-Established Harmony of Subjective Perceptual Similarity] in Proceedings of the Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy, Volume 6, (Boston, August, 1998) also the complete Proceedings of the Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy - Volumes 1-12


- MISS 2003. Ohlédnutí za dvěma dogmaty. in Filosofický (2003), 70 - 83 (Two Dogmas in Retrospect translated by Jaroslav Peregrin into Czech)


Houghton Box 127 - WVQ Occasional Lectures, Harvard Courses, and Grades; Dissertations, Orals

1937-1974. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts “copy already in Houghton”

- 1967 Quine WV “Thoughts on Reading Father Clark” Boston Colloquium, Nov 21, 1967 [10 page typescript]
- 1972 Quine WV “Philosophical Reflections on Language Learning” Matchette Lecture, May 1972; also ~ Fugito, April 1977; Valencia (in Spanish), April 1977 [29 page typescript]
- 1974 Quine WV “Ontology and Truth” Leeds, 1974; also Oxford Matha Institute, 1974 [12 page typescript]

1946. Quine WV. “Short Course in Logic.”

- Bound mimeo paperback Harvard Cooperative Society 7 chapters, 130 pages (preliminary Methods of Logic)


- 1978. Department of Philosophy, University of Nebraska Lincoln announcement Nov 28, 1978 of WVQ forthcoming visit to answer written questions on Dec. 4-5, 1978 [and WVQ Houghton Library request to read host Becker manuscript]
- 1983 Quine WV “I. From Stimulus to Theory” Calcutta, Jan 1983 [handwritten 20 pages]
- 1983 Quine WV “II. The Epistemology of Ontology” Calcutta, Jan 1983 [handwritten 20 pages]
- 1984 Quine WV “Responses to Questions [Rosenthal / Orenstein / Landesman / Ostertag / Wartofsky / Katz / Collins” Graduate Center, CUNY, Nov 30, 1984 [11 handwritten pages and a copy of the original typewritten questions]

1980 Science and Sensibilia

- 1980 Quine WV “Science and Sensibilia” the Immanuel Kant lectures, Stanford University, Feb 4-14, 1980 [75 page typescript]

1985-1986. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts

- 1985 Quine WV “Convention and Its Place in Truth” for Smith College, Oct 22, 1985 [13 page typewritten talk dated June 1985 and a revised typewritten draft from a larger work … the pages are numbered 98-103 and mention coverage in Pursuit of Truth]
• 1985 Quine WV “Comments on Joelle Proust” for Boston University, April 2, 1985 [5 page typewritten talk]
• 1986 “Information for Participants in Symposia Sponsored by the Faculty of Arts and Sciences” for Harvard’s 350th Anniversary Celebration
• 1986 Quine WV “Van Heijenoort” April 28, 1988 [typewritten 1 page]
• 1986 Quine WV “Afterthoughts on Evidence” fall 1986 sent to Davidson, Dreben, Follesdal, Gibson after Stanford meeting [9 pages handwritten with heavy revisions]
• 1986 Quine WV “Responses to ‘Questions from Seminar Graduate Students: University of Kansas’” [20 pages of typewritten questions and both typewritten and handwritten responses] October 29, 1986
• 1986 Quine WV “The Sensory Support of Science” for Grenada, 1986 [15 page typewritten talk]

• 1986 Quine WV, Follesdal, Davidson, Dreben “Closed Symposium at Stanford University, Transcribed from Tape” July 14-17, 1986 [64 page typeset transcript with some WVQ notes]
• 1988. Quine WV “Three Indeterminacies” [20 page typescript with cut and paste and handwritten revisions … “abridgement for oral presentation in St. Louis, April 11, 1988 and Florence, June 8, 1988”; also abstract]
• 1988 (WVQ special guest at Quincy House semiformal philosophy dinner – invitation) May 12, Cambridge MA
• 1988 Quine WV “Truth” March 23, 1988, Boston University Institute for Philosophy and Religion [PROGRAM only]
• 1988 Quine WV “Great Vocations: The Philosopher” Cambridge Forum, Jan 27, 1988 [5 page typescript – highly accessible; also broadcast letter of invitation]
• 1988 Quine WV “On Jaynes” Dec 1988 [unexpected addition to the program … probably Cambridge MA event, handwritten 2 page]

1989. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts “copy already in Houghton”
• 1989 Quine WV “Truth and Objects” for Hugues Leblanc. March 1989 [16 page typescript]
• 1989 Quine WV “Peirce’s Logic” for Memorial Colloquium, Harvard University, Sept 1989 [12 page typescript with notation corrected version at press]
• 1989 Quine WV “Peirce and the National Academy” (Sept 10, 1989, Christ Church, Cambridge MA) [4 page typescript with notation corrected version at press]
• 1989 lecture series poster “The Adams House Philosophy Table: This Week’s Guest: Prof. W. V. Quine”

1990. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
• 1990 Quine WV “Reactions” [8 pages of extensive proofing corrections]
• 1990 Quine WV extensive handwritten answers to Questions for Quine posed by (Lehigh University ?) students
• 1990 Quine WV “From Stimulus to Science: Abstract” (1 page typescript)
• 1990 Quine WV “Substitution and Logical Truth” for March 16, 1990, Metaphysics and Science International Colloquium, Institut fur Methodologie, Biel, Switzerland (13 page typescript and symposium program and large yellow poster) supposed to be published in Dialectica but no version known
• 1990 Quine WV letter listing 10 lecture topics for Ferrater-Mora lectures on “From Stimulus to Science”
• 1990 Quine WV “From Stimulus to Science: Abstract” Lehigh University Oct 15, 1990
• 1990 Quine WV “Handwritten addenda to ‘From Stimulus to Science’ lectures” Girona, November, 1990
• 1990 Quine WV “Handwritten revision to ‘From Stimulus to Science’ lectures” superceded after Franklin and Marshall

1991. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
• 1991 Quine WV “Reification” (large print 49 double spaced handwritten manuscript 4,842 words Oct 12, 1991 and original blue poster) for Nov 1 1991 Philosophy Department talk at Tufts University
• 1991 Quine WV WVQ extensive handwritten responses to 11 student questions following November 1, 1991 talk at Tufts University
• 1991 Quine WV “Remarks on Carnap for Munich Broadcast” (handwritten Apr 9, 1991 and also final typescript)
• 1991 Quine WV “Response to Tennant” (handwritten and typescript versions)
• 1991 Quine WV “Meaning and the Alien Mind” (handwritten) for Shop Club Jan 17, 1991 (written Nov. 1990)
• 1991 Quine WV “For Rawls Retirement” (handwritten June 13, 1991, doubled sided glued together)
• 1991 lecture series poster “A Centenary Symposium in Memory of Rudolf Carnap” – Oct 22, 1991 (no Quine)

1992. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
• 1992 Quine WV “In Praise of Observation Sentences” April 29, 1992, Wittenberg University Conference [handwritten 45 pages double spaced; also rough copy ]
• 1992 Quine WV “Praising Extensionality” for Oslo, June 13, 1992 [23 handwritten pages and also a sketch version and the program]
• 1992 Quine WV “Replies to Professor Riska’s Eight Questions” response to 8 interview questions for a Czech journal [3 typewritten pages of answers to 1 page of questions]
• 1992 Quine WV “Outline for Interview on Reification, May 28, 1992 [typescript and handwritten airline stationary notes]
• 1992 University of Guadalajara invitational conference certificate
• 1992 Quine WV “Truth, Paradox, and Goedel’s Theorem” for Boston Colloquium for the
Philosophy of Science, Oct 23, 1992 [typescript 8 pages plus transparency for projection]
- 1992 Quine WV “Whither Epistemology? Epistemology at the Crossroads / In the Balance” [handwritten 13 page manuscript] not shown in lecture list or publications …

1993. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
- 1993 Quine WV “85th birthday reflection. Philosophy Department, Harvard University
- 1993 Quine WV (typescript) “Assuming Objects” [wonderful 16 page example of the writing process with typewriting, extensive manuscript, white out, arrows, and cut and paste on the back of scrap letters and manuscripts] for Stockholm presentation … 4 drafts
- 1993 Quine WV (handwritten) “Naturalism, or Living Within One’s Means” Sept. 1993
- 1993 Quine WV (11”x17” poster with handwritten comments on each of the speaker’s presentations on the back) “Symposium on the Philosophy of WV Quine” Nov 13-14, 1993, Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters
- 1993 Oct 5-6 Quine WV annotations on script filming for “Philosophy in Britain” TV program

1994. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
- 1994 March 25-26 UQAM conference, Montreal, Photograph “Logiques et semantiques non classiques” 21 identified people and smaller group photographs
- 1994 Quine WV lecture “Free Logic, Description, and Virtual Classes” March 25-26 UQAM conference [‘festival for Leblanc’], Montreal
- 1994 Quine WV handwritten notes to questions for April 26, 1994 “Harvard Review of Philosophy” interview
- 1994 Quine WV first draft “My Philosophical Concerns and Efforts”, Tavern Club May 2, 1994 (first draft)
- 1994 Quine WV first draft “My Philosophical Concerns and Efforts”, Tavern Club May 2, 1994 (final draft on notecards)
- 1994 May 13 Symposium Announcement “Translating, Translations, Translators” Sept. of Sanskrit and Indian Studies, Harvard University, WV Quine special guest
- 1994 Quine WV handwritten notes to questions for July 15, 1994 “Kinesis” interview

1995. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
- 1995. April 25. student questions and WVQ written answers after Sherri Roush class discussion
  o Science vs. philosophy
  o Psychology vs. philosophy
  o Darwin
  o Similarity
  o Many specifics regarding specific papers

1996-1998. Occasional Lectures and manuscripts
- 1996 Quine WV (typescript and Gleason CV) “Andrew Gleason” mathematics prize celebration toast
- Quine WV (typescript) “Three Networks: Similarity, Implication, and Membership”
- Quine WV (typescript with proofing corrections; also proof) “The Flowering of Thought in Language”
- 1997 Quine WV (typescript) “Responses to Questions at St. Anselm College” April 2, 1997
- 1997 Quine WV (typescript with handwritten corrections; also enlarged copy with large print)
“The Growth of Mind and Language” for Oldenburg June 5, 1997

- 1997 Quine WV (typescript; also enlarged copy of full talk with large print) “Summary: Instinct, Reification, and Extensionality” (workshop, 1 page, Kyoto Prize)
- 1997 Quine WV (typescript; also enlarged copy of full talk with large print) “Summary: Tidy Parsimony” (commemorative, 1 page, Kyoto Prize)
- 1998 Quine WV (typescript) “Response to O’Grady on ‘Two Dogmas’”, World Congress on Philosophy, Boston MA
- 1998 (anonymous) “Quine on Quine” [quotations from WVQ writings about himself 1996-1998] talk presented at World Congress on Philosophy, Boston MA
- 1998 Quine WV “Ninetieth Birthday” reflection at Dept. of Philosophy, Harvard University (draft and final)

Final Exams

- Philosophy 1, Harvard University, 1938-1939
- Philosophy 1, Harvard University, 1940-1941
- Philosophy 1, Harvard University, 1945-1946
- Philosophy 1, Harvard University, 1946-1947
- Philosophy 1, Harvard University, 1947-1948
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1948-1949
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1949-1950
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1950-1951
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1951-1952
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, Jan 1955
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1949-1950
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1952-1953
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1954-1955
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1950-1951
- Mathematics 19a, Harvard University, 1937-1938
- Mathematics 19a, Harvard University, 1939-1940
- Mathematics 19a, Harvard University, 1945-1946
- Mathematics 19a, Harvard University, 1946-1947
- Mathematics 19a, Harvard University, 1947-1948
- Mathematics 19b, Harvard University, 1947-1948
- Mathematics 19b, Harvard University, 1940-1941
- Mathematics 19b, Harvard University, 1939-1940
- Mathematics S19, Harvard University, 1938 summer
- Mathematics S19, Harvard University, 1939 summer
- Philosophy 16, Harvard University, 1937-1938
- Philosophy 14c, Harvard University, 1945-1946
- Philosophy 3, Harvard University, 1947-1948
- Philosophy 280, Harvard University, 1948-1949
- Philosophy 280, Harvard University, 1950-1951
- Philosophy 280, Harvard University, 1951-1952
- Philosophy 280, Harvard University, 1952-1953
- Philosophy 280, Harvard University, 1954-1955
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1955-1956
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1958
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1961-1962
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1962-1963
- Philosophy 140, Harvard University, 1963-1964
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1955-1956
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1957-1958
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1959-1960
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1960-1961
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1962-1963
- Philosophy 148, Harvard University, 1963-1964
- Mathematics 280, Harvard University, 1955-1956
- Mathematics 280, Harvard University, Jan 1958
- Mathematics 280, Harvard University, 1959-1960
- Mathematics 282, Harvard University, 1962-1963
- Mathematics 282, Harvard University, 1963-1964
- Final Exams in Courses
- Final Exams in Courses – Spare Copies

**Course Syllabi, Reading Lists, Hour Exams, Make-Up Exams**

**Honors Theses and Tutorials – grades, notes, and comments**

**Preliminary Examinations in Philosophy (1936-1968)**

**Miscellaneous Dissertations and Orals (PhD)**

**Grades**
- Grades (1936-1942)
- Grades (1946-1957)
- Grades (1960-1971) except Phil 140

**Philosophy 140 (1960-1969)**
- annual folders with grades, comments, exams, syllabi
Houghton Box 128 - Philosophy Courses and WVQ Reprints

Philosophy 140 (1969-1978) annual folders with grades, comments, exams, syllabi
Philosophy 148 (1973) grades, student papers (including Peter Hylton), letters
Philosophy 244 (1978) – course plan and grades
Philosophy 245 (1975-1977)
  • (1975) grades, syllabus, letters
  • (1976) – grades, syllabus, detailed handwritten comments on Robert Brandon letter
  • (1977) – exams, grades, detailed handwritten commendation on J. Carriero’s paper

WVQ backup reprints in chronological order
Houghton Box 129 - WVQ Youth Business Papers, Youth Maps /
Writings, Scrapbook, Records, Datebooks 1920-1999

Account Ledgers
- WVQ cash accounts ledger 1922-1923 (philately, 5 cent Coca Cola, candy, income)
- WVQ cash accounts ledger 1924-1925 (philately, 5 cent Coca Cola, candy, income)

Ancient Clubs [clubs created by WVQ and his friends with constitutions, Bylaws, Rules]

“Grove Gazette” WVQ childhood typewritten newspaper

Drawings and WVQ Maps (detailed)
- Blueprint map of East Reservoir and Vicinity by WVQ [DBQ showed at WVQ centennial]
- Other maps and drawings

Mother’s Scrapbook for her mother
- “For My Dear Mamma on her birthday Feb 8, 1908, Hattie” a large scrapbook of cut images, famous handwritten quotations, and a few family images of family history

Music
- Everly Brothers “Bye Bye Love” 45 rpm record – WVQ’s nephew rock and roll musician Robert Quine was a great fan of the Everly Brothers and introduced them to WVQ who especially liked this song (later played at his Harvard University Memorial)
- Richard Hell / Marc Bell / Ivan Julian / Robert Quine “Another World”, “Blank Generation”, “You Gotta Lose” 45 rpm record from Robert Quine

Projects and Writings
- “Automobiles that I can tell at sight” 85 gasoline, 6 electric, 1 steamer in Alphabetical Webster Notebook
- “Big Composition book” 1918 with lists including weights and measures; multiplication tables; countries and capitals; geography; his airplane designs; drawings of famous Native Americans
- “Book of Short Stories by H. A. Clarke” published by R. C. Quine [Green Meadow Library]
- “Books I Have Read” student notepad
- “Countries and Capitals by W. Quine” list
- “Midnight Alarm” WVQ Poem
- “Ohio” small pamphlet with hand drawn map and narrative
- “Places I have visited by Bicycle, Starting at Home” (in modern sheet protector)
- “Rules for the Game of Bats”
- “Wild Animal A.B.C. by Quine” in Webster Composition Book:
- Akron OH “Shore Acres on the Reservoirs” for $75 to $125 and up map and sales referral letter from Sawyer and Haynes May 5, 1919
- Map Business 1924-1933
- “US Map Book” full title page backed with single map of the rivers of Europe
- Order book containing handwritten “Green Meadows reference” with building dimensions, countries and capitals, street names, geographical information, world maps and information about the continents
- Order book containing handwritten “Green Meadows club” notes
- WVQ 3rd grade composition book of graded handwritten spelling lists cut down in side and flipped backwards and repurposed as a “Mysto-Magic Trick Set Direction Book” with magic trick instructions pasted in and a table of contents
- WVQ hand drawn Road Trip “board game hand drawn on 2 ½ x 2 ½ foot piece of blank newspaper spanning Nebraska and Arkansas to Illinois and Tennessee with many cities included
- WVQ travel agent business cards from Oberlin College days

School Composition Books, Essays, Report Cards
- Grade 7: The Parks Bond Issue (Akron has much less parkland than other major cities)
- A Midnight Raid (one act play)
- Old Middlebury Cemetery (WVQ chairman of Community Civics class committee)
- 8th grade Book Review of “Perfect Tribute” (wonderful stories of Lincoln and Gettysburg Address)
grandfather was a Union Captain at the Battle of Gettysburg

- 10th grade *A Ground Plan of a House* (as an adult WVQ designed his summer house in Harvard MA)
- Assorted School items
  - 4 Akron Public Schools composition books of various designs
  - Willard Quine graded spelling book
  - Graded school compositions on countless topics
  - Biology class problem questions
  - Biology Notebook and lab reports … labeling paramecium, amoeba, and vorticella parts

**Stamp Collection detailed inventories and cost coded**

- Annual worldwide collection catalog values by country for 1923, 1924, and 1925 (catalog value $290) when Harvard Tuition was $250; sold to pay for education (a painful recollection for the rest of his life)

**Social – peer’s formal acceptance to visit house (? early birthday party)**

**WVQ Address Books**
- Black address book (Marjorie Quine)
- Blue address book
- Maroon address book (Marjorie Quine)

**WVQ Datebooks (reviewed by Sander Verhaegh / Douglas Quine)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Present?</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>daily journal in 1920 Foster Office Supply Weekly Memorandum Calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>daily journal age 13-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>(used until August)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47-48</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>(used from August onwards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48-49</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49-50</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-51</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-52</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52-53</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
53-54  Y 
54-55  Y 
55-56  Y 
56-57  Y 
57-58  Y 
58-59  Y 
59-60  Y (used until September)
60-61  Y (used from September onwards)
61-62  Y 
62-63  Y 
63-64  Y 
64-65  Y 
65-66  Y (used from September onwards)
66-67  Y 
67-68  Y 
68-69  Y 
69-70  Y 
70-71  Y 
71-72  Y 
72-73  Y (two date books: one Coop and one from Oxford)
73-74  Y 
74-75  Y 
75-76  Y 
76-77  Y 
77-78  Y 
78-79  Y 
79-80  Y 
80-81  Y 
81-82  Y 
82-83  Y 
83-84  Y 
84-85  Y (used from January 1985 onwards. All 1984 pages torn out)
85-86  Y 
86-87  Y (two date books: one Coop and one from Oxford)
87-88  Y (two date books: one Coop and one from Oxford)
88-89  Y (two date books: one Coop and one Pocket Pal)
89-90  Y
90-91  Y
91-92  Y
92-93  Y
93-94  Y
94-95  Y
95-96  Y
96-97  Y
97-98  Y
98-99  Y

**WVQ Diaries**
1937-1938 Black flip pad – Hattie Van Orman Quine list of daily health visits to local women (possibly for hospital)
1920-1921 Tan “Bike Book” “Diary volume II” [WVQ detailed]
1923 Brown Folded Cover Executive Diary [WVQ detailed]
1924 Black Folded Over Diary [WVQ very detailed]
1925 Black Loose Leaf Notebook “Diary volume VI” [WVQ detailed]
1925 Handmade / shoelace stitched Diary 1925 (Volume VII) WVQ detailed
1927-1928 Brown “Diary” appointment book and family Christmas gift list [Hattie Van Orman Quine]

**WVQ 1951-1972 Small black ring book of children’s savings compounded semiannually [WVQ]**

**WVQ Wine Connoisseur (red with names, ratings, prices)**

**WVQ Black loose leaf student notebook**
- Clipped Views having a geographical or historical bearing upon AKRON, OHIO < 1924
- My Sorties Into Print: “OK Stamp News” 1924-1952; West High School “Lariat” (1924-1925); West High School “Rodeo” (1926); Oberlin College “The Shaft” (1928); Oberlin College “The Oberlin Review” (1930); letter to Bob Quine about memorable canoe trip with FG Cassidy and CW Ufford (1926)
- Tour of the West (June 20 – July 30, 1928 (long handwritten narrative)
- Sundry Vagabondage qua Celibate (June 1927) Oberlin to Akron by way of West Virginia with Loesch
- Tour of Europe with Bob Quine, Roy Weberg (1929) long handwritten narrative
- Official Handbook of the Society for Exploring the Western Reserve of Akron Ohio and a Directory to the Western Reserve Hiking Grounds

**WVQ Notepad Small light blue leather notepad (WWII)**

**WVQ Oberlin Class of 1930 class photo very wide panorama**
**WVQ Slides First-Last Name List and Abbreviations by Douglas B Quine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>First name(s)</th>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABQ</td>
<td>Alexander Boynton</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APB</td>
<td>Alice Paine</td>
<td>Boynton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB</td>
<td>Augustus Swain</td>
<td>Boynton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Burch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBF</td>
<td>Barbara Boynton</td>
<td>Folk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>Burton</td>
<td>Dreben</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRQ</td>
<td>Cloyd Robert</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBQ</td>
<td>Douglas Boynton</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>Donald</td>
<td>Davidson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Dagfinn</td>
<td>Follesdal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFH</td>
<td>Edward F.</td>
<td>Haskell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQR</td>
<td>Elizabeth Quine</td>
<td>Roberts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGC</td>
<td>Frederic Gomes</td>
<td>Cassidy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>Frederic</td>
<td>Renold</td>
<td>Geneva, Switzerland and Harvard Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Burch</td>
<td>Belmont and Harvard, Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHF</td>
<td>George Hamilton</td>
<td>Folk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGC</td>
<td>Harold Gomes</td>
<td>Cassidy</td>
<td>Harvard, Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVQ</td>
<td>Hattie Van Orman</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Burch</td>
<td>Belmont and Harvard, Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td>Jacqueline</td>
<td>Renold</td>
<td>Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC</td>
<td>Kathryn</td>
<td>Cassidy</td>
<td>Harvard, Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>Kevin</td>
<td>McMahon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>Marc Andre</td>
<td>Renold</td>
<td>Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBQ</td>
<td>Marjorie Boynton</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>Marcia</td>
<td>Folk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMOQ</td>
<td>Maryclaire Matthews</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOR</td>
<td>Melissa O'Brien</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQM</td>
<td>Margaret Quine</td>
<td>McGovern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBF</td>
<td>Nancy Boynton</td>
<td>Folk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCQ</td>
<td>Naomi Clayton</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQ</td>
<td>Norma</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCQ</td>
<td>Robert Cloyd</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalie</td>
<td>Rosalie</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWQ</td>
<td>Robert Wolfe</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNK</td>
<td>(unknown)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>(unknown)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanya</td>
<td>William Van Orman</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBQ</td>
<td>Victoria Boisvert</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WVQ</td>
<td>Willard Van Orman</td>
<td>Quine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>First name(s)</strong></th>
<th><strong>Last Name</strong></th>
<th><strong>Location</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Ainu</td>
<td>Tokyo, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Mario</td>
<td>Bunge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Nellie</td>
<td>Burch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Frederic Gomes</td>
<td>Cassidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Era</td>
<td>Cassirer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Cassirer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Roderick – Rod</td>
<td>Chisholm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Cocci</td>
<td>(sculptor) Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>D Kaplan</td>
<td>Denver, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Donald – Don</td>
<td>Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Elizabeth</td>
<td>Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Virginia - Ginny</td>
<td>Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Hans</td>
<td>Epstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Sra</td>
<td>Garrido</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Carolyn</td>
<td>Gowler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Ann</td>
<td>Hintikka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Sidney</td>
<td>Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Iwasaki</td>
<td>Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Kanger</td>
<td>Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Alv Isak</td>
<td>Keskitalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Lawrence - Larry</td>
<td>Kiddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Mrs.</td>
<td>Kiddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Kishimoto</td>
<td>Lake Ashi, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Kuroda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Kurodo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Lakatos</td>
<td>Rollinsville Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Lakatos</td>
<td>Denver, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Lande</td>
<td>Denver, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full name</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>Martin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**WVQ Slide Trays 1947-1958**

Central America, South America, England, France, Spain, SW USA

Padded package of square glass slides of Mexico 1947-1949 - about 20
Round tray 1: 1947-1953: Mexico / SW USA / Spain – COUNT = 140
Round tray 2: 1953-1956: Tetuan / Gaspe / Columbia / Quito / Peru – COUNT = 140
Round tray 3: 1956: Peru and Bolivia – COUNT = 138
Round tray 4: 1956-1958: Bolivia / Chile / France / London – COUNT = 140
Round tray 5: 1958: Mexico / SW USA – COUNT = 140
Houghton Box 131 - WVQ Slide Trays 1959-1960 // DVDs of all slides in boxes 130-135

Alaska, California, Hawaii, Australia, Asia

Round tray 6: 1959: California / Honolulu / Fiji / New Zealand (Rotorua) / Australia – COUNT = 140
Round tray 7: 1959: Australia / SE Asia – COUNT = 140
Round tray 8: 1959: SE Asia / Japan – COUNT = 140
Round tray 9: 1959: Japan / Korea / Alaska – COUNT = 138
Round tray 10: 1960: Santa Maria – COUNT = 44

DVD digital high-resolution scans of all images in boxes 130-135 and some correspondence

DVD 1

set_001_1947_mexico_spain
set_002_1953_tetuan_peru
set_003_1953_peru_bolivia
set_004_1956_bolivia_london
set_005_1958_mexico_sw_usa
set_006_1959_calif_n_zeland
set_007_1959_australia_se_asia
set_008_1959_se_asia_japan

DVD 2

set_009_1959_japan_alaska
set_010_1960_santa_maria
set_011_1960_zurich_norway
set_012_1960_norway_england
set_013_1964_england_geneva
set_014_1964_geneva_florence
set_015_1964_florence_greece
set_016_1964_hydra_egypt

DVD 3

set_017_1964_delta_dorset
set_018_1965_family_colleagues
set_019_1967_family_luxemburg
set_020_1966_antilles_genoa
set_021_1968_liguria_venice
set_022_1968_dalmatia_vezelay
set_023_1969_burgundy_lapland
set_024_1970_norway
set_025_1970_vitre
set_026_1970_vitre_bahar_dar
set_027_1970_bahar_dar_mombasa
set_028_1970_mombasa_aberdeen
set_029_1970_aberdeen_masai_mara

DVD 4

set_030_1971_miasai_mara_olduvai
set_031_1970_ngorongoro_l_manyara
set_032_1970_l_manyara_murchison
set_033_1970_murchison_qe02_park
set_034_1970_qe02_park_nantucket
set_035_1971_nantucket_miami
set_036_1971_miami_bermuda
set_037_1971_bermuda_madeira
set_038_1972_madeira
set_039_1971_madeira_gran_canaria
set_040_1972_gran_canaria
set_041_1972_gran_canaria_lanzarote
set_042_1972_lanzarote_spanish_sahara
set_043_1972_spanish_sahara_tenerife
set_044_1972_tenerife_madrid
set_045_1972_madrid_toledo
set_046_1972_toledo_jamaica

DVD 5
set_047_1972_jamaica_southern_ne
set_048_1972_southern_ne_sweden
set_049_1973_sweden_netherlands
set_050_1973_amsterdam_england
set_051_1945_mixed_mbq
set_052_1947_1979_family

DVD 6 WVQ scanned letters
Houghton Box 132 - WVQ Slide Trays – 1960-1964

Canada, Denmark, England, France, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Norway, Switzerland

- Round tray 11: 1960: Zurich / Savoy / Copenhagen / Norway – COUNT = 140
- Round tray 14: 1964: Geneva to Florence – COUNT = 140
- Round tray 15: 1964: Florence to Rome and Greece – COUNT = 140
Houghton Box 133 - WVQ Slide Trays– 1964-1969

Antilles, Austria, Canada, Crete, Dalmatia, Delta, Egypt, England, Greece, Italy, Levant, Luxemburg, Portugal, San Marino, USA (Arizona), Venezuela

Round tray 16: 1964: Hydra / Egypt – COUNT = 140
Round tray 17: 1964-1965: Delta / Levant / Crete / Naples / Sicily / Portugal / Dorset – COUNT = 140
Round tray 20: 1966-1968: Antilles / Quebec / Luxemburg / Ticino / Genoa – COUNT = 140
Round tray 21: 1968: Liguria to San Marino and Venice – COUNT = 140
Houghton Box 134 - WVQ Slide Trays – 1965; 1969-1972

Africa (safari), Bahamas, Bermuda, Canada, Crete, France, Italy, Isle of Man, Lapland, Madeira, Norway, Portugal, Sicily, USA (Connecticut, Florida, Nantucket, New York, South Carolina)

Straight tray 18: 1965: Crete to Naples and Palermo - COUNT = 19
Straight tray 19: 1965: Sicily to Portugal and New York; Middletown CT - COUNT = 38
Round tray 23: 1969-1970: Burgundy / Paris / Isle of Man / Charleston / Lake Louise / Lapland = 140

Round tray 24: 1970: Norway - COUNT = 140
Straight tray 25: 1970: Fannarak to Vitre - COUNT = 24
Straight tray 26: 1970: Vitre / Bahar Dar - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 27: 1970: Bahar Dar / Mombasa - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 28: 1970: Mombasa / Dar-Es-Salaam / Nairobi / Aberdare - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 29: 1970: Aberdare / Masai-Mara - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 31: 1970: Ngorongoro / Lake Manyara - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 32: 1970: Lake Manyara / Murchison Falls - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 33: 1970: Murchison Falls to Queen Elizabeth II Park - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 34: 1970-1971: Queen Elizabeth Park / Nantucket - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 35: 1971: Nantucket / Miami - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 36: 1971: Miami / Bahamas / Bermuda - COUNT = 35
Straight tray 37: 1971-1972: Bermuda / Lisbon / Madeira - COUNT = 38
Houghton Box 135 - WVQ Slide Trays – 1972 – 1979

Canary Islands, England, Finland, Jamaica, Madeira, Mauritania, Netherlands, Spain, Spanish Sahara, Sweden, Tenerife, USA (Connecticut, Indiana, Louisiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio)

Straight tray 38: 1972: Madeira - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 39: 1972: Madeira / Gran Canaria - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 40: 1972: Gran Canaria - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 41: 1972: Gran Canaria / Fuerteventura / Lanzarote - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 42: 1972: Lanzarote / Mauritania / Spanish Sahara - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 43: 1972: Spanish Sahara and Tenerife - COUNT = 34
Straight tray 44: 1972: Tenerife / Madrid - COUNT = 32
Straight tray 45: 1972: Madrid / Avila / Toledo - COUNT = 39
Straight tray 49: 1973: Sweden / Finland / Netherlands - COUNT = 40
Straight tray 51: 1945-1972 mixed plus MBQ - COUNT = 6
Round tray 52: 1947-1979 Family - COUNT = 132
Straight tray 53: 19??: unsorted - COUNT = 30
Straight tray 54: 19??: unsorted - COUNT = 30

Movie: 1955
Movie: 1956-1957; 1960 [see Box 153 for VHS copy of home movies]
Movie: no label
Slide box
Negatives: unlabeled
Empty (spare) slide frames
Houghton Box 136 - WVQ Diplomas, Awards, Oral History, Sketchbooks, Portraits, Notebooks, Mementoes

Awards

- Harvard University Certificate for 25 years of loyal service to WV Quine, 1959
- linen pegged portfolio presented by the King of Sweden, to WV Quine, 1993
  - (the first) Schock Prize, diploma presented by the King of Sweden, to WV Quine, 1993
  - Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic program for WVQ with red seal, Nov. 15, 1994 (protective box)
- World War II service medal and ribbon (presumably WV Quine)

Book Dust Jackets – Book covers

- WVQ Elementary Logic (Revised Edition)
- WVQ Methods of Logic with author proof corrections
- WVQ Roots of Reference
- WVQ Quine in Dialogue book cover proof
- WVQ Set Theory and Its Logic
- WVQ Ways of Paradox

Diplomas

- Oberlin College honorary Doctor of Letters degree 1955
- Portage Path School certificate for completion of elementary school and admission to high school Jan 10, 1922
- Syracuse University honorary Litterarum Humaniorum Doctorem degree 1981
- Carl von Ossietzky University, Oldenburg, Germany, honorary Doctor of Philosophy, June 3, 1997 with lengthy citation
- European Academy certificate, 1994
- Ohio State University, Columbus, OH June 7, 1957 honorary “Doctor of Laws”
- Ripon College, honorary “Litterarum Doctoris” WV Quine diploma, May 15, 1983 with citation
- Universidad de Granada, Granada, March 17, 1986 Doctor “Honoris Causa”, WV Quine diploma and mementos including programs and newspaper articles
- University of Akron honorary Doctor of Letters degree 1965
- Red Tube (from University of Bern) containing diploma, art, lecture announcements
  - University of Bern honorary Doctoris Philosophiae degree with glued embossed paper stamps 1965
  - Large Japanese matted calligraphy poem (with translation and red chop signature)
  - WVQ Lecture Poster the Alfred Tarski Lecture “Reflection on Models and Logical Truth” Wed. March 21, 1990, Dwinelle Hall, University of California, Berkeley
  - WVQ Lecture Poster inaugural lecture of the Goren Lectures in Philosophy “From Stimulus to Science” April 17, 1990, Stager Hall, Franklin and Marshall University
  - Group Kyoto Prize Poster (2x)
  - WVQ Kyoto Prize Poster (2x)
  - University of Chicago, honorary Doctor of Humane Letters, 1967
- Washington University, honorary “Litterarum Doctoris”, 1966 with commencement photograph
- West High School [engraved image] certificate for completion of the “scientific course of study” Jan 28,
1926

Mementos (honorary degree programs and prize news and engraved prints of heroes)

- Adelphi University Honorary Degree Commencement Script 1989
- Oberlin honorary degree mementos including program, photographs, newspaper clipping - June 13, 2018
- Harvard University study: matted engraving of Merton College Chapel, University of Oxford
- Harvard University study: matted engraving of Pythagoras from *Pictorial Mathematics* (1939) (removed from frame)
- Harvard University study: hand drawn 85th birthday laurel wreath certificate from Edward and the Tavern Club, Boston (removed from frame) (1993)
- Matted (unframed) engraved print of George Berkely (1684-1753) from WVQ office [in *Pictorial Mathematics*, 1939]
- Matted (unframed) engraved print of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnix (1646-1716) from WVQ office [in *Pictorial Mathematics*, 1939]
- Kyoto news photos envelope
- Kyoto Prize pamphlet
- 1955 letter to Gustav Bergmann regarding his paper
- Letters from Kyocera
- Letters with San Marino “Quine” postmarks
- Oberlin College Reunion books

Oral history by Douglas Quine of WV Quine for Steve Gimbel, Philosophy, Allegheny College, Jan. 16, 2006 [36 pages]

Booklets

- *Berlin occupied “American Sector” guidebook*

Let’s Talk Their Language – 6 language flash cards with WVQ test results for French, German, Italian and Spanish

WVQ small photo album with latch - with early family photographs (scanned 300+ dpi 8/5/2020)

WVQ Sketchbooks and journals

- 1955 insurance annual planner spiral full of childhood quotes from Douglas and Margaret Quine (up to 1960) SCANNED: 1955-WVQ-notebook-kid-language-all.pdf
- Black smaller journal notebook Oxford, 1953 – 1983 with detailed discussion of college experience (ended verbatim in autobiography), lots of quotable quotes and a few drawings
- Kyoto Price Acceptance Speech Nov 10 1996 SCANNED: 1996-WVQ-Lecture Notes Kyoto Prize
**Acceptance-Nov 10 1996 at 300 dpi.pdf**
- “The Spiral Notebook” - “Quaintessences” with quotes from old sources, DBQ, MJQ etc;
- Sketchpad 3” x 6.5” with fisherman on cover 1949: **SCANNED 1949-WVQ-Notebook-3 by 6-5 sketch pad-19 scans 400 dpi.pdf**
- “Tell Notizbuch” German, Symbol (and English) notes Vienna 1933 SCANNED: **1933-WVQ-Notebook Tell Notizbuch-Vienna-mostly German-Symbols-20 paired pages-300-dpi.pdf**
- ?? “Spiral Student Drawing Book” 9” x 12” with several drawings including Marjorie Boynton, Boston / Dubrovnik / Servente / Paris / to 1986
- WVQ journal with quotes (DBQ photocopy; MJQ has original) 1978 –
- WVQ pencil portraits in two small “The Champion Line” Notebooks
- “Compositions” by Willard Quine, Portage Path School, 7A Grade, Sept 1920
**WVQ Sketch Notecard Box**
- WVQ wonderful pencil portraits on the backs of ~110 lecture note index cards (some named including the Queen Mother of the United Kingdom and various academics)
Houghton Box 137 - WVQ Book Manuscripts and Proofs 1934-1961

WV Quine Book Manuscripts
1934. *The Logic of Sequences* handwritten full book!
1941. *Elementary Logic* proofs
1953. *From A Logical Point of View* early draft with heavy revisions
1953. *From A Logical Point of View* late proofs
<1960. *Language and Knowledge* very early draft of *Word and Object*
<1960. *Words and Things* early draft chapters 1-2 of *Word and Object*
<1960. *Words and Things* early draft chapters 3-5 of *Word and Object*
<1960. *Words and Things* early draft chapters 6-8 of *Word and Object*
1961. *Set Theory and Its Logic* handwritten manuscript #1 over 600 pages bundled in string
1961. *Set Theory and Its Logic* handwritten manuscript #2
?? 1961. “Axiomatic Theories of Class” handwritten draft possibly early *Set Theory and Its Logic* chapter draft
Houghton Box 138 - WVQ Book Manuscripts and Proofs 1953-1987

and others

**WVQ Book Manuscripts and Proofs**
- 1969. *Ontological Relativity and Other Essays* proofs
- 1974. *La Relatividad Ontologica y Otros Ensayos* proofs
- 1974. *Roots of Reference* [photocopy] handwritten manuscript
- 1987. *Quiddities* proofs

**WVQ Journal Article Manuscripts**
- 1953. “Quantification and the Empty Domain” handwritten draft
- 1968. “Reply to Harman” handwritten draft

**Others People’s Book Manuscripts and Proposals**
- Dolphin, Vernon. *The Earth is the Home of Man*” 307 typed pages (many WVQ references)
- Rempel, Blackwell, Brink, Griffin, Slater. 1979. *Bertrand Russell Editorial Project proposal*
Houghton Box 139  - WVQ Letters: Quine (A-N)

Quine (Alexander) [grandson]
Quine (Cloyd) [father] – 1939 – 1967
Quine (Douglas) [son] – articles and publications
Quine (Douglas [son] / Maryclaire) – letters
Quine (everybody)
Quine (Hattie Van Orman) [mother] ; 1926-1970
Quine (Norma [daughter])
Houghton Box 140 - WVQ Letters: Quine (RC), father’s collected articles on Akron Ohio
   Quine (Robert [brother]) 1925 – 1996
   CR Quine (WVQ’s father) collected articles on the history of Akron, Ohio 1953-1961
   WV Quine posthumous Ohio Highway Marker documentation package at Oberlin College
      (formerly box 24)
   WV Quine “In Conversation” companion study guide to Fara Video program (box 153)
   WV Quine website (created by Douglas B. Quine) print out laminated – WVQ did not use a computer
Houghton Box 141 - WVQ Letters: Quine (parents) & Articles of Interest

- WVQ Letters: Quine parents EasyClasp File Box: 1924 - 1932
- WVQ Letters: Quine parents EasyClasp File Box: 1933 - 1965
- WVQ Letters: Non-professional letters EasyClasp File Box: 1927 - 1975
Houghton Box 142 - WVQ Letters: Quine (parents) & Articles of Interest; Mother’s archives

WVQ Letters: Articles and Reprints from others EasyClasp File Box
WVQ Letters: Miscellaneous from others EasyClasp File Box including BF Skinner “Sketch for a Biography” and others mentioning WVQ (e.g. “On Life Memberships”)

Hattie Van Orman Quine (WVQ mother) writings and papers

Address book - Hattie Ellis Van Orman
Akron High School 1886 Willard H. Van Orman’s graduation invitation (namesake of WV Quine)

Akron Normal Training School diploma - Hattie Ellis Van Orman
Akron Public School annual teaching contracts 1896-1902 from Superintendent of Instruction
Akron Public Schools teaching certificates 1895 (age 22), 1896, 1898 boiler plate list of teaching skills including “Nature and Effects of Alcohol and Narcotics” plus handwritten “Current Events and Literature”

Buchtel College certificate of membership, class for Hattie Van Orman 1892
Buchtel College grades for Hattie Van Orman 1891-1894
Autograph book from 1884-1885 to “Carrie” (Hattie Van Orman was 10-11)
Botany college course lecture notes notebook - Hattie Van Orman

Church

• (Alphabet of Bible quotations)
• (Deaconesses Annual Reports and quotes to live by)
• “Deaconess meeting minutes” written as a poem by Hattie Van Orman Quine ～ 1925
• “Deaconess reports for 1925”
• “The Smoke in the Temple” sermon by Rev. Walter F. Tucks, Feb. 11, 1940 about the death of his wife [in blue cover]

Normal Training School of the City of Akron, graduating class “last will and testament” ～ 1894

Poems (and Song Lyrics) by Hattie Van Orman many typewritten

• “An Akron Incident” – Hattie V. Quine
• Bundle [“Long Ago”]
  o “(the) Long Ago”
  o “To Mrs. Stone, A Neighbor”
  o “Eva’s and Willard’s Christmas” – [for Willard - Dec. 4, 1895 – namesake of WVQ]
  o “The Dying Year” written for the Evening Journal – Dec 31, 1896
  o “Mother’s Home” Mrs Clara Van Orman to Mr. Marietta Beckley – Nov 14, 1895
  o “October” – Nov 14, 1895
  o “To Willard Van Orman” – Nov 24, 1895 [namesake of WVQ]
  o “Thanksgiving”
  o “The Misses” – Feb 6, 1900
  o “Dear Mr. Kent” vegetarian dinner poem invitation – July 14, 1894
  o “Lorena. An Old Song” – a song my mother loved
  o “Dear Friends” by Mrs. J. H. Van Orman – Dec 11, 1898
  o “Marriage of Mrs. Clare Van Orman to Captain T. W. Nash” – Dec 31, 1899 [Nash was a Captain at the Battle of Gettysburg]
• Bundle [“Time Was When Girls ...”] by Hattie V. Quine
  o “Time Was When Girls ...”
  o “Day like a weary pilgrim ...”
  o “The numerous dogs...”
  o “Pat-a-cake” about Mrs. Anna Spanton, Chair, Division Home making
  o “Over the hills...” about Edith Childs, Extension Service
  o “Sing a song...” about Hester Murdock, Chair, Div. Home Finance
  o “Goldie is her name...” about Goldie Mathie, Chair, Div. Home Econ.
• “Contentment” – Hattie V. Quine
• “Farewell” and “Epilogue” - Hattie V. Quine
• “Federation” song lyrics by C. L. Quine to tune of “Collegiate“
• “My Children’s Hour” – Hattie V. Quine
• “Red or Blue” song lyrics by Hattie V. Quine to tune of “Over There“
• “(A) Winter Night” – Jan 1, 1897

Scrapbook medical and political black scrapbook – from 1920 home remedies to 1940’s politics Shakespearean fantasy “Call Back Yesterday” with Mrs. C. R. Quine as Romeo – newspaper

Short stories by Hattie Van Orman mostly typewritten
• “Another Little Old Lady”
• “(The) Doll”
• “Dot icel I haf not falled dis vinter yet” – German accent short story [typed, handwritten insert]
• “(A) Home Incident”
• “Is He Contrary?” AND “Happy New Year” [stories about her husband]
• “(A) Moonlight Ride” Oct. 23, 1893 tied together in gold ribbon
• “Mr. Jack .... More About Mr. Jack” (the dog at the Quine farm) one handwritten; 2 typed
• “My Little Old Lady” - Hattie Van Orman [about her grandmother]
• “One Day” in the shoe store
• “Our Little Old Lady” (Thanksgiving) Hattie Van Orman – Nov. 15, 1934; another undated
• “(The Story of) ‘Our Little Old Lady” (Thanksgiving) Hattie Van Orman newspaper article and photograph about creating a big Thanksgiving food drive for the needy – first in the town and approved by the school administration. Filled the classroom with food and the local grocer donated a horse and wagon for transportation
• “Riding on a Freight Train” – Nov. 28, 1896
• [Riddles] – 2 pages of one liners handwritten
• “She seems to be waiting for someone ...” handwritten notes
• “Somebody is coming down the street...” handwritten note (about song mother sang and family)
• “Taxi Driver” story to Life in U.S. Editor – two typed copies
• “(A) Woman in A Tea Room” AND “(An) Incident”

Wedding book Feb. 14, 1905 - Cloyd Quine and Hattie Van Orman
Houghton Box 143 - WVQ Autobiographical / Historical / Open

Projects / Unpublished / College Papers / Frivia / Skeat book

Book: “An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language” (Walter Skeat, 1924)
inscribed “Merry Christmas Dad and Mamma, 1928”) the most heavily referenced book in WVQ
library throughout his life, annotated

WVQ Autobiographical (logged Sept 8, 2007)

- ????. “My Start in Philosophy.” “prepared for M. Pacifico [2 page original carbon copy]
- 1967. “Autobiographical Sketch for Midcentury Authors Willard V. Quine (June 25, 1908 -)"
  [original heavily revised handwritten 4 page manuscript and the 4 page final typescript which
  formed the basis of the first page of his autobiography; the intended book never appeared!]
  March 30, 1967 [scanned page 1: pr-6221-wvq-autobiography.pdf & pr-6221-wvq-
  autobiography-200.jpg]

- additional reference lists and biographical drafts such as:
  - 1962. “Steps Towards a Constructive Quine-Goodman Bibliography.” [mimeograph,
    compiled by N. H. Potter, 15 pages with WVQ additions]
  - 1978?. “Academic Institutions Where I Have Lectured” [handwritten 1 page] updated version
    [posted at his web site
  - 1989?. “Publication list.” [7 pages]
  - 1995. “Publications of W. V. Quine.” [30 pages – probably proofs from Schlipp volume -
    with WVQ additions]
    University Press Office]
    Office]

WVQ Frivia (humor, missing wayward passages, etc) (logged Sept 20, 2007)

- 1951. “Half Begun, Well Done.” [3 page typewritten manuscript; scan: wvq-half-begun.pdf and
  wvq-half-begun2.pdf compressed] never published fiction
- 1951. “Vouch, Vouch.” [6 page typewritten manuscript; scan: wvq-vouch-vouch.pdf and wvq-
  vouch-vouch2.pdf compressed] never published fiction [scanned: wvq-vouch-vouch.pdf & wvq-
  vouch-vouch2.pdf]
- 1988. “Wayward Passages” [original manuscript with editorial markup; scan: wvq-wayward-
  passages-edit.pdf and compressed version wvq-wayward-passages-edit2.pdf]
- 1989. “Letter to Trudi regarding 34 deleted Wayward Passages” [2 handwritten pages, March 13,
  1989; scan: wvq-wayward-passages-edit.pdf and compressed version wvq-wayward-passages-
  edit2.pdf]
- “Threes” poem by John Atherton
- cartoon from Alex George

WVQ Interviews in Dialogue (logged Sept. 20, 2007)

- 1985. “Che guaio: troppa scienza, poca conoscenza.” In Giornale di Sicilia: La Terza Pagina
  (September 22, 1985) page 3 scanned: wvq-giornale-di-sicilia--la-terza-pagina-sept-22-1985-
• 1991+. “Mautner’s Dictionary entry on Willard Van Orman Quine” [handwritten 3 page manuscript]
• 1993. “Bergstrom, Follesdal, and Quine Interview” [handwritten edits of transcript]
• 1993. Bergstrom prepared questions for Interview and arrangements letter [handwritten responses to questions]
• 1994. “Interviews with Quine” [handwritten list of 10 printed interviews]
• 1995. Thirty two typewritten Interview questions from Carrie Figdor, Associated Press, May 24-25, 1995 with WVQ handwritten responses to many

WVQ “Logic Papers: Oberlin College & Harvard University” (logged Sept. 8, 2007)
• 1929. “A Constant Relation Among Sums and Products of Classes of Classes”, December 27, 1929 [27 typewritten pages with handwritten symbols]
• 1931. “Accordance in a Deductive System”, March 12, 1931 [21 typewritten pages with handwritten symbols; Philosophy 21]
• 1931. “On Alternative Systems”, April 9, 1931 [31 typewritten pages with handwritten symbols; Philosophy 21]
• 1931. “A Partial Codification of Whitehead’s Extensive Abstraction”, April 27, 1931 [31 typewritten pages with handwritten symbols; grade= A+ in Philosophy 3]
• 1931. “On the Equivalence of Code Forms.”, October 9, 1931 [5 typewritten pages with handwritten symbols; Philosophy 20j]
• 1932. “On the Quantification Aspects of Propositions.”, April 22, 1932 [14 typewritten pages “presented before the Seminary in Logic”; Philosophy 20i)

WVQ Oberlin Papers (unpublished folder)
• “Comparative Table of the Latin, Greek, and Old English Etyma of Current English Suffixes” by W. V. Quine and F. G. Cassidy (1927-1929)
• “A Constant Relation Among Sums and Products of Classes of Classes”, December 27, 1929

WVQ Papers and Lectures Pending (logged Sept. 20, 2007)
• ????.”Response to O'Grady on Two Dogmas” (2 pages handwritten photocopy)
• ????.”Quine, Davidson, Dreben discussion” (Stanford Conference) (9 page typewritten manuscript with corrections)
• ????.”Partial Material for the Minute on C. I. Lewis” (2 page typewritten draft; scanned as: wvq_partial-material-minute-ci-lewis.pdf ; wvq_partial-material-minute-ci-lewis_abq.doc)
• ????.”Comment on Sommers’ Paper.” (1 page typewritten draft)
• MISSING 1937.+ Is logic a matter of words? (12 page poor quality typescript) [scan: quine-is-logic-a-matter-of-words.pdf & quine-is-logic-a-matter-of-words-01-Quine.tif & quine-is-logic-a-matter-of-words-01a-Quine.jpg]
• 1938. “On The Theory of Logical Types” New York University, New York, NY, February 24, 1938 [three page typewritten abstract and copy of small Pi Mu Epsilon and New York University Philosophical Club flyer announcing the talk]
• 1952. “Review of Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz's On the Notion of Existence (some remarks connected with the problem of idealism)” [original 2 page manuscript published in Journal of Symbolic Logic 17: 144 – 145
• 1962. “Le Mythe de la Signification.” [37 page original manuscript; later published in La Philosophie Analytique (Cahiers de Royaumont IV, Paris: Minuit), pp. 139-169
• 1966. 1968. “Comment on Yourgrau’s paper.” [original 3 page typewritten manuscript published as Comment on "Yourgrau's Paper" By W. V. Quine (London Colloquium, 1965) in Problems in Philosophy of Science, Lakatos and Musgrave (editors) and reprinted in W. V. Quine's Theories and Things]
• 1967. “Autobiographical Sketch for Midcentury Authors Willard V. Quine (June 25, 1908 -)” [final carbon copy 4 page manuscript which became the first page of his autobiography; the intended book never appeared! Also in “Autobiographical”]
• 1968. “Reply (to Maxwell” [photocopy of 3 page manuscript; ultimately published in Problems in Philosophy of Science, Lakatos and Musgrave (editors) and reprinted in W. V. Quine's Theories and Things]
• 1980. “Quine Interview by Mike Marlies.” [transcript of April 8, 1980 interview in Iceland 21 pages]
• 1995. “Afterthoughts” (followup to Block Panel interviews, January 29, 1995 draft in W. V. Quine archives 10 pages)


**WVQ Papers at Press (logged Sept. 8, 2007)**

- “Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist.” [photocopy of typed, cut and paste 11 page manuscript]
- “Foreword to Chinese Translation of ‘Pursuit of Truth’.” Third draft, Nov. 9, 1997 [photocopy of signed original 1 page manuscript]
- “I, You, and It: An Epistemological Triangle.” Third draft, Aug. 27, 1995 [original typed, cut and paste 10 page manuscript]
- “Instinct, Reification, and Extensionality.” (Wordshop Lecture, Kyoto) [original typed, cut and paste 9 page manuscript]
- “Kurt Godel.” [photocopy of encyclopedia ? proof]
- Responses to Karlov Vary (Czech) papers: Orenstein, Alex and Kotatko, Petr (editors) **Knowledge, Language And Logic: Questions For Quine** (Boston Studies In The Philosophy Of Science); also Response to Anthony, Response to Bergstrom, Response to George, Response to Gibson, Response to Gjelsvik, Response to Grayling, Response to Horwich, Response to Lehrer, Response to Miscevic, Response to Neale, Response to Orenstein, Response to Pagin, Response to Parsons, Response to Ray, Response to Recanati Response to Segal, Response to Stoutland, Response to Szubka, and Response to Woodruff. This book includes papers presented by Quine and other leading figures in their fields at a conference in the Czech Republic in 1995 on Quine's work. Drafts 1997; published 1999
- “Response to Leemon McHenry – Feb 1, 1997 [original typed, marked 3 page manuscript]
- “Significado y traduccion.” [original WVQ pencil corrections to Aurelio Perez Fustegueras translation, 39 page Spanish language manuscript]
- “The Natural Theory of Knowledge.” Text is that of Dec 1978 (Ann Arbor 1979) minus first 1.2 pages thereof and with new penultimate paragraph [original typed, cut and paste 16 page manuscript]

(added from an unlabeled folder)

- “For Midcentury Authors” [scanned: pr-6221-wvq-autobiography.pdf]
- “The Natural Theory of Knowledge.” Text is that of Dec 1978 (Ann Arbor 1979) minus first 1.2 pages thereof and with new penultimate paragraph [original typed, cut and paste 16 page manuscript]

**WVQ Philosophical Notes (logged Sept 8, 2007)**
• ????. (one page of a handwritten manuscript talking about the problem of chimpanzee communication)
• ????. “Legends Scientifica.” [half page handwritten list of 10 key philosophical / scientific papers]
• 1992. “Assessment of Popper’s Stress on Refutation.” [1/3 page handwritten, June 8, 1992]
• 1993. “Sentences Believed.” [half page handwritten manuscript, July 18, 1993]
• 1993. handwritten note from Tony Dardis (Philosophy, Hofstra University) introducing Alison Gopnik (Psychology, U. C. Berkeley)
• 1995. “Similarity.” [handwritten manuscript 1 page, Aug 26, 1995]
• 1995. “Response to Gary Ebbs.” [original cut and pasted manuscript, sent to Philosophical Review on August 1, 1995] not known to have been published
• 1998 “Fuller Explanation.” [3 page handwritten manuscript]
• 1997. “Philosophical Topics 1996, page 142.” [handwritten signed letter Dec. 7, 1997 on Harvard University letterhead to “Mike” commenting upon a publication of the previous year]
• 1998. “Three Networks: Similarity, Implication, Membership; Mind, Matter, Number.” [handwritten 1 page dropped from a draft of what became “Simi-Parity and the Universal Conditional”]

WVQ “Slighter” Pieces (logged Sept 8, 2007)
• ????. “Essay list” [8 pagers, handwritten]
• ????. “In Celebration of Henry Buggee.” [photocopy of 1 page manuscript] scanned: wvq-henry-buggee.pdf & wvq-henry-buggee2.pdf ; wvq_henry-bugbee_abq.doc
• ????. “Reactions in San Marino.” [original typed, cut and paste 23 page manuscript]
• ????. “References and citations to Quine” [8 page computer printout]
• 1991. 1994. “Comments on Tennant.” [proof manuscript marked up in pencil]
• 1995. “Strawson’s Skepticism and Naturalism.” [published paper “with editorial tampering removed” marked up in pencil]
• 1987?. ”Symbols”. [photocopy of cut and pasted 8 page manuscript with notations; possibly manuscript for in Oxford Companion to the Mind , R. L. Gregory (editor), Oxford, pp. 763 – 765]
• 1997. “Response to Hintikka.” [original cut and paste 3 page manuscript later published in Revue
Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-

- 1997. “Response to Smart.” [photocopy of manuscript later published in Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-]

- 1997. “Response to Laughier.” [original manuscript later published in Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-]

- 1997. “Response to Lauener.” [photocopy of original manuscript later published in Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-]

- 1997. “Response to Haack.” [photocopy of original manuscript later published in Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-]

- 1997. “Response to Lewis and Holdercroft.” [photocopy of original manuscript later published in Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-]

- 1997. “Response to Haack.” [photocopy of original manuscript later published in Revue Internationale de Philosophie (December 1997), 51(4) [202]: 567-]

- 1999. “Where Do We Differ?” for Hahn-Schlipp volume on Davidson [photocopy of typed, cut and paste 11 page manuscript published as “Where Do We Disagree?”]

About WVQ

“Philosophy’s Flights?” by Jim Holt which appeared in New York Times July 1, 2012

Online with Leif Parsons cartoon of WVQ books being read at beach

Philosophical calendar 2002 from Germany - December page showing WVQ Quine and cover

Oberlin awards honorary degree to WVQ newspaper article

WVQ “Questions from Quine” conference poster – Institute of Philosophy, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic – March 8-9, 1995

WVQ Portage Path elementary school graduation, High School, College Scholarship newspaper articles

WVQ “Something Achieved” editorial in newspaper about WVQ Harvard University accomplishments and potential

German book review of posthumous WVQ Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist and Quine in Dialogue

WVQ Graduate Travel and Research Fund donations

WVQ Articles and Drafts

“Algebra of Attributes” Times Literary Supplement (on Lewis Carroll’s Logic) 1977
“Comments on Schilpp volume [Philosophy of W. V. Quine]

“Is Logic a Matter of Words?” 1937. 2509 words to American Philosophical Association, Princeton, NJ, Dec. 8, 1937 [typescript reported by Andrew Lugg, April, 2005) with DBQ recovering text from a poor original

“Kyoto Prize” (last page partial manuscript draft handwritten remarks)


“Nominalism” transcription from lecture notecards March 11, 1946 transcribed by Paolo Mancoosi

“Van Heijenoort” (obituary) Apr 28, 1986

“Words are All We Have to Go On” (Philosophy issue) Times Literary Supplement 1992

WVQ Letters
• Douglas Quine letter with postal sorting machine circuit simplification equations (Quine-McCluskey theorem) and WVQ explanation – March 28, 1989
• WVQ father letter to WVQ Feb 9, 1927 [father called him Wilbur, mother called him Willard]
• Dana Scott manuscript “Lambda Calculus and Recursion Theory” for Uppsala April 1973
• Ramin Jahanbegloo interview questions sent via Maryclaire Quine with fragmentary notes (WVQ unable to respond) April 28, 1999
• Peter Geach postcard May 7, 1956 to WVQ
• WVQ letter substitution Caesar cypher tutorial
• WVQ to Gustav Bergmann letter 12/5/1955 [copy provided by Steve Bague on May 6, 2002]
• Dagfinn Follesdal email letter explains history of mimeographed books for Harvard class 1961-1964 which led to “Selected Logic Papers” and “Ways of Paradox” being published by Random House and the 1939 paper which was included
• Assorted family cards
• Assorted colleagues cards and letters
• Draft police report written in German, July 25, 1954 [found tucked into Berlin occupied “American Sector” guidebook]

**WVQ Grandchildren 1999**
Cards and letters

**WVQ Historical**
Certificate of authenticity of a stone from the Holy Land from colleague Roger Allen Moore
Harvard University 350th celebration invitation
Library of Congress book retrieval ticket for WVQ
*Marjorie Boynton Quine* article in *Beacon Hill Times*
Oberlin Grand Formal dinner dance program for (Willard) Van Orman Quine
San Marino Conference on W V O Quine’s contribution to Philosophy
  • POSTMARK on envelope
  • Article about POSTMARK
  • Conference program
Socrates cartoon improved
Travel Documents of WVQ from WWII to 1959 found in a Cambridge dumpster
University of Cambridge honorary degree program for WVQ – June 9, 1978
William Beebe (explorer) illustrated talk ticket at Oberlin College Jan 10, 1930
WVQ Directory of American Scholars submission
WVQ International Driver’s License 1953-1954 and a second undated license page
WVQ poem which he enjoyed reciting [“golden words”] about Peter Geach transcribed by Douglas Quine – May 6, 2000:
  If Peter Geach
  Entreat of each
  That each repeat
  His teacher
  Which teacher
  Shall each repeat?
  Peter Geach
WVQ Published book list (1991)
WVQ Who’s Who Authors and Writers submission
WVQ Who’s Who in the East submission

Reprints TO WVQ
1990. “Le Pragmatisme dans la Philosophie de Quine” Vera Vidal in *Verbatim*
Houghton Box 144 – WVQ College Course Notes; Reviews of WVQ

books; Travel: Frege’s “Begriffsschrift”
Frege’s 1879 book “Begriffsschrift” Xerox in English with comments by JVH
Published reviews of WVQ books
• A System of Logistic
• From a Logical Point of View
• Mathematical Logic
• Methods of Logic
• Pursuit of Truth
• Quiddities
• Set Theory and Its Logic
• Time of My Life
• Word and Object
• (assorted reviews)

Press Notices about WVQ

Travel: Brazil clippings
Travel: Other Latin-American Documents Bearing on Pan-American Philosophical Congress
(1956)
Travel: San Miguel (1938) (Big and Small Zettelns)
Travel: Social Invitations UK (1953-1954)
Travel: UK (1953-1954) Documentation and Visas

WVQ article copies in lieu of reprints
WVQ bibliography file (compiled both by WVQ and others of WVQ publications)
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Analytic Geometry
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: English
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Geology
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Mathematical Philosophy
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Misc. Mathematics
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Philosophy courses
Houghton Box 145 - WVQ College Course Notes, WVQ lecture scripts; Letters with Cassidys and Haskell; Dictionary reviews

WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Psychology, Religion
WVQ College Class Notes 2 ring binder: Misc.
WVQ Karlov Vary conference communications

WVQ lecture notes on Hume in 1946 (photocopy of note cards) subsequently published as below

- [scanned and Word files: Quine-Hume-Full-Times-Roman-12-point.doc & wvq-hume-Buickerood1-addenda.doc (etc)]

WVQ letters with Frederick Gomes Cassidy / Harold Gomes Cassidy

- F Cassidy letters 1925-1932
- F Cassidy letters 1933-1940
- F Cassidy letters 1941-

WVQ letters with Frederick Gomes Cassidy / Harold Gomes Cassidy

- H Cassidy letters
- Cassidy letters (late)
- Letters copied by Claire Cassidy for WVQ files

WVQ letters with Edward F. Haskell

- “Evolution and Education Their System-Hierarchic Structure and Ethical Orientation (preprint or manuscript) by Edward F. Haskell and Harold G. Cassidy (1970’s)
- includes extensive letters provided by Dr. Rolfe A. Leary holder of some Cassidy and Haskell archives
- Ed Haskell letter with attachments on national security and CURE

“Levels of Abstraction” by WV Quine – long lost copy from Unified Science conference re-discovered by Rolfe Leary and published in “Quine and His Place in History” by DB Quine

Dictionaries review
Houghton Box 146 - WVQ Special Event Souvenirs, Autobiographical, Commercial Letters, Houses; Social letters A-E

Expanding A-Z file folder (⇒ unidentified author manuscripts, possibly WVQ) papers in FRONT of indicated letter

- (A) American Philosophical Society
- (B) American Academy of Arts and Sciences
- (C) University of Chicago convocation – Quine and Chomsky honorary degrees 1967
- (D) Fridays at Elliot House article mentioning Quine
- (E) “Afterthoughts” Jan 30, 1995 regarding Block Panel
- (H) Dinner program for Harvard University Honorary Degree recipients 1990 (including Ella Fitzgerald, Helmut Kohl, and Stephen Hawking)
- (H) Ed Haskell 1980. “Expanding and Contracting Simultaneously” in Oberlin Magazine
- (H) Harvard University Order of Exercises for Commencement 1981
- (H) Harvard University ROTC Joint Spring Review 1967
- (L) Marshall Memorial Convocation (25th anniversary), Harvard University 1972
- (L) VI Coloquio Internacional de Estudos Luso-Brasileiros 1966, Harvard University 1966 (WVQ was a Comissas consultiva para a area de Boston)
- (L) Matty at Eliot House (Harry Levin 1982 talk) brochure
- (M) Howard Johnson inauguration as MIT President 1966 program
- (M) Paul Mangelsdorf (corn man) newspaper article 1983
- (M) Commander Bernard Hollenbeck invitation to luncheon on USS Samuel Eliot Morison 1987
- (N) National Academy of Sciences (1979) Scientific Program
- (N) Gunther Schuller 1967 inauguration as President of New England Conservatory of Music (and invitation)
- (O) Oxford University 1970 Encaenia program for WVQ honorary degree
- (O) Stephen Starr 1983 inauguration as President of Oberlin College
- (P) Princeton University 1973 Commencement program (Douglas Quine graduation)
- (R) ⇒ “A Time for Lust” dot matrix printer manuscript [no author indicated, possibly WVQ editorial marks]
- (R) ⇒ “Universals Dismissed” dot matrix printer manuscript [no author indicated, possibly WVQ editorial marks]
- (R) ⇒ “Response to Mr. Bethell in February Harper’s, writes as if there is a scientific case against the theory of evolution” typewritten manuscript [no author indicated]
- (S) Southampton, Long Island – The First English Settlement in the State of New York 1967 (tourist pamphlet)
- (S) Sakharow biography in Time 1990.
- (S) Shop Club Menu and 1982 agenda of Lamberg-Karlovsky talk on “The Origins and Functions of Writing in the Ancient Near East” [WVQ member]
- (T) Tavern Club, Boston MA [WVQ Member]
  - Halloweens at the Tavern, Boston 1994, 1995 three plays
  - An Evening with Tony – the Tavern Songs of Tony Hutchins, 1998
  - Narrenabend at the Tavern, Boston 1993 musical book and lyrics with WVQ annotations and additions
  - Guatetaverners’ Reunion at the Tavern, Boston 1992 musical
  - Tavern Club Art Show [including 4 items by WVQ] with music, 1995
  - Tavern Club Christmas Play 1993
- (UV) Peter Viereck biography in Mt. Holyoke Now 1983
- (W) Washington University Commencement 1966 with invitations [WVQ honorary degree … also Edwin Land]
- (W) Dinner honoring Paul Horgan and exhibit of works by Center for Advanced Study fellows [including Selected Logic Papers, WVQ], Wesleyan University, Middletown CT, 1967

“Q” Thick Folder of WVQ lecture posters, reviews of WVQ books, articles about WVQ, his honorary degrees, and friends

“CRQ” leather portfolio with WVQ early articles
• Technology Review (1939 and 1941), Scientific American (1962), interview in Cognito Magazine (1988)

“Autobiographical” folder
- Charts of work productivity
- Draft text autobiography introduction, resumes, course listings, recollections, professional interests
- WVQ – Naomi Ann Clayton marriage certification letter and wedding announcement
- Extensive family tree (first names recent generations and surnames earlier)
- letter from Ramsey Moore in Isle of Man

“Automobile” folder
- WWII “pneumatic tire” (motor vehicle) registration
- Incidents of being hit by other cars
- Challenges getting Jeep Wagoneer repaired

“Bare Hill Pond” (purchase, WVQ Harvard house design, building)

“Belmont” house

“Cambridge Real Estate” search

Commercial Letters and Complaints
- “Encyclopedia Americana”
- Reader’s Digest (etc)

Social – A
Social – APB – ASP (Boynton parents of Marjorie Quine) – folder 1
Social – APB – ASP (Boynton parents of Marjorie Quine) - folder 2
Social – BI-BOYD
Social – BR-BY
Social - C-CASP
Social – CAST – COOK
Social – COOL
Social – COOP - CY
Social – D – E
Houghton Box 147 - WVQ Social Letters F - Z plus MISC

Social - Fan Mail (except scientific)

Family – FOLK (Barbara Boynton Folk / George Hamilton Folk)

Social – FOL - HAR

Social – Follesdal, Dagfinn

Social – Geach, Peter

Social – HASS - HY

Social – K - LI

Social – LOESCH

Social – LOF - M

Social – MOORE (Roger)

Family - Nash, Captain Thomas (Step-Grandfather letters about his Civil War experience
  Gettysburg, etc)

Social – N - S

Social – Owsley, David (renter of Boston house)

Family – Quine (Douglas - son) – 1950-1982

Family – Quine (Douglas - son) – 1983-

[Family – Quine (Margaret - daughter) all returned to Margaret Quine McGovern, San Francisco, CA]

Family – Quine (Liz / Norma - daughters)

Family – Quine (Marjorie - wife)

Family – Quine (Robert – brother / Rosalie)

Professional – Resnik, Michael

Professional / Social – R RAND Corporation consulting 1949 offer, acceptance, and contract; IA
  Richards; niece Melissa Roberts Rice

Social – S including B. F. Skinner scrapbook

Social – T

Social – T - WA

Social – U – Z – includes War Price Control bicycle purchase permit, ration coupon letters, postal
delivery issues, and international travel permissions

Social – WE

Social – WH - Z

Social – MISC (unsorted) – folder 1
and Quine in Dialogue sources; Divorce; Random Facts; About WVQ
Social – MISC letters (unsorted) – folder 2
Social – MISC letters (unsorted) – folder 3


• Mr. Bethell in February Harper’s writes as if there is a scientific case against evolution… (WVQ essay)
• Undated Essays by an unknown author (WVQ did not have his own dot matrix printer)
  o A Time for Lust
  o Universals Dismissed
• Dagmar Borches English Tape Transcript 1998 of WV Quine “Es Gibt immer einen weiteren Schritt” interview when receiving Oldenburg University honorary degree
• Mautner’s Dictionary biography of WV Quine with revisions
• Quine, WV. 1937 “Is Logic A Matter of Words?” read before American Philosophical, Princeton NJ, Dec. 1937
• Quine, WV. 1978. “The Ideas of Quine – Dialogue with W. V. Quine” copy from Men of Ideas (Bryan MaGee) 168-179 (reprinted in Quine in Dialogue)
• Quine, WV. 1984. “Assuming Objects” copy from Theoria 60 pp. 171-183 (reprinted in Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist)
• Quine, WV. 1984. “Relativism and Absolutism” copy from The Monist 67 pp. 293-296 (reprinted in Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist)
• Quine, WV. 1984. “Sticks and Stones; or, the Ins and Outs of Existence” copy from On Nature pp. 13-26 (Rouner, editor) (reprinted in Quine in Dialogue)
• Quine, WV. 1985 “The Time of My Life” (autobiography) red folder with art work for the book – all also scanned
• Quine, WV. 1986 “(Brief autobiography) For Harvard’s 350th June 25, 1986
• Quine, WV. 1986 “Afterthoughts On Evidence” manuscript July 27, 1986
• Quine, WV. 1986 “Carnap” to Yale Review, 9/19/1986
• Quine, WV. 1986 “The Way the World Is” for Harvard’s 350th
• Quine, WV. 1987. “Indeterminacy of Translation Again” copy from The Journal of Philosophy 84 (1) January pp. 5-10 (reprinted in Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist)
• Quine, WV. 1988. Meaning, Truth, and Reference
• Quine, WV. 1994. “Exchange between Donald Davidson and W. V. Quine following Davidson’s lecture” copy from Theoria 60 pp. 226-231 (reprinted in Quine in Dialogue)
• Quine, WV. 1994. “Responses to Abel, Bergstrom, Davidson, Dreben, Gibson, Hookway, Prawitz” copy from Inquiry 37 (4) pp. 495-505 (reprinted in Quine in Dialogue)
• Quine, WV. 1995. “Naturalism; Or, Living Within One’s Means” copy from Dialectica 49 (2-4) pp. 251-261 (reprinted in Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist)
• Quine, WV. 1996. “Progress on Two Fronts” copy from The Journal of Philosophy 93: (4) April pp. 159-163 (reprinted in Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist)
• Quine, WV. 1997 proof, Autobiography for “The Philosophy of WV Quine by Hahn and Schilpp”
• Quine, WV. 1997 proof, Bibliography of the Publications of WV Quine for “The Philosophy of WV Quine by Hahn and Schilpp”
• Quine, WV. 1998 “Responding to Gottlieb / Leeds / Levin / Mohanty / Ros / Zuleta” revised proof
• Quine, WV. 1999 “Response to George” typescript copy
• Quine, WV. 1999 “Response to Szubka” typescript copy
• Quine, WV. 1999. “Where Do We Disagree” copy from The Philosophy of Donald Davidson (L.E. Hahn, editor) pp. 73-79 (reprinted in Quine in Dialogue)
• Quine, WV. 1999~ “In Celebration of Henry Bugbee” typescript copy
• Quine, WV. 2000. “Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist” (Floyd and Shieh, editors) in Future Pasts: Perspectives On Analytic Philosophy In The Twentieth Century [reprinted in Confessions of a Confirmed Extensionalist]
• Quine, WV. 2003 (transcript) from B. F. Skinner retirement party ~ 1974
• Quine, WV. undated (1985-1998) “Grandfather Would Want You To Know”
• Quine, WV. undated notecard “7 steps from “PLATO to QUINE”
• Quine, WV. undated reprint with cover “Le Combat Positiviste de Carnap” – no journal or date identified - [translated by P. and J. Sebestik]

WVQ Random Facts – “Abiding Reference”

WVQ Divorce Letters
• Naomi Quine vs. W V Quine files ... Arizona
• Naomi Quine vs. W V Quine files ... Letters file 1
• Naomi Quine vs. W V Quine files ... Letters file 2
• Naomi Quine vs. W V Quine files … Easton Incubus
• Naomi Quine vs. W V Quine files … Problem
• Naomi Quine vs. W V Quine files … Quine

Papers About WVQ
Biographies of WVQ

WVQ Books 2008 [Confessions / Quine in Dialogue]
  • cutsheets

WVQ Philatelic
  • **OK Stamp News** issues written by WV Quine as a high school student
  • [Orchard Stamp Co customer letters, stamp circulars donated to American Philatelic Research Library, 100 Match Factory Place; Bellefonte, Pennsylvania 16823]

WVQ Centennial Talks by Douglas Quine
Houghton Box 149 - WVQ Web Site, WVQ late letters;

Condolences, Obituaries; Navy, WVQ Publishers and Permissions, Travel
  WVQ Condolences
  WVQ Obituaries and Harvard Memorial and Harvard University Memorial Minute
  WVQ Professional Letters 1998+ (including posthumous by Douglas Quine)
  WVQ Web Site by Douglas Quine
  WVQ Scrap Paper (back of manuscripts)
  WVQ Naval WWII Service Medal, uniform insignia, buttons in Akron Equipment Co. envelope
  WVQ Navy [WWII commissioning, post WWII security survey, completion of service]
  WVQ University of Cambridge Honorary Degree 1978 “Order of Proceedings, Speeches”
  WVQ University of Granada Honorary Degree 1986 “Presentation Speech”
WVQ Book Sales
WVQ Publishers
  • From Stimulus to Science
  • Sentido da Nova Logica (1995 revised Portuguese orthography edition)
  • Pursuit of Truth
  • Quiddities
  • Selected Logic papers
  • misc. (including list of recipients of free copies of *Word and Object*)

WVQ Requests for Permission
WVQ Travel other (international travel 1959 – 1970)
Houghton Box 150 - WVQ Book personal copies with corrections and annotations – IMPORTANT

Elementary Logic 1st edition [inscribed to wife Marge] WVQ extremely heavy corrections for 2nd edition
Elementary Logic 2nd edition [WVQ copy] WVQ planned changes for 3rd edition
Basis of the Contemporary Philosophy: Essays in the Philosophical Analysis V [WVQ autographed in English and Japanese] WVQ corrections to his essay “Posits and Reality”
Logique Elementaire (French WVQ copy) WVQ corrections
Set Theory and Its Logic 1st edition [WVQ copy] WVQ corrections for revision
Set Theory and Its Logic 2nd edition [WVQ copy] WVQ corrections for revision
Time of My Life [WVQ copy] WVQ extensive corrections from readers for revised edition
Word and Object copied single sided and bound [by Gebauer] as a resource for developing the revised edition; WVQ extensively annotated [asked Dagfinn Follesdal if his is the other handwriting – Mar 11, 2018]

WVQ well worn academic mortarboard (repaired with staples) worn at academic events (except when wearing his honorary University of Lille cap)
Houghton Box 151 - WVQ Photograph Folders, Scrapbooks

Early scrapbooks
Early photo albums
Black binder bound scrapbook dated 1912 assembled by WV Quine’s mother for him as a young child
Black photograph album from 1926 – 1928 by WV Quine (college years)
Blue folder of dated photographs of WVQ and family through 50+ years
Brown album of painted postcards and photographs of the northeast New Jersey-New York-New England by WV Quine
  • Likely from late 1920’s and early 1930’s
Brown portfolio
  • Margaret Quine (McGovern) photograph
  • Margaret Quine (McGovern) photograph
  • Douglas Quine photograph
Colorful abstract photograph album with informal photographs
  • About 64 color photographs of WVQ on podium, at dinner (including MBQ), and with colleagues (~1990’s)
Harvard COOP / Belluche Photo B&W contact print envelope from Europe (1 roll) and Isle of Man (1 roll), 1950
Loose photographs
  • WV Quine and young publisher Montadori (?) in Italy 1964 (?) photograph
  • Benjamin Willard Roberts photograph born Feb 6, 1978 (WVQ grandson)
  • Grant McGovern and Alexander Quine (WVQ grandsons) photograph
  • Augustus Swain Boynton in group photograph of workers (Marjory Boynton Quine father)
  • Taj Bugbee and Douglas Quine (WV Quine son) photograph
  • Naomi Quine and (one photo) Elizabeth and Norma Quine in the 1940’s
  • Victoria Boisvert Quine and Ashley Quine McGovern (WVQ grand-daughters) [2 photographs]
  • Victoria Boisvert Quine, Ashley Quine McGovern (WVQ grand-daughters) and Alexander Boynton Quine, Grant Augustus McGovern (WVQ grand-sons) photograph
  • Victoria Boisvert Quine (WV Quine grand-daughter) on Boston Public Garden duckling statues photograph
  • WV Quine in his office at his blackboard photograph
  • WV Quine lecturing by M. Honke photograph
  • Dagfinn Follesdal and WV Quine at the Harvard MA photograph
  • WVQ passport photo - June 24, 1961
  • WVQ proof portraits (likely Harvard University)
  • WVQ in group photo (see also Montreal conference where possibly identified people)
Mounted photograph – 2 old philosophers
As it happens, I wrote an identifying roster for this photo for my Department Chair this past fall. Here it is:
  Third row: Israel Scheffler, Roderick Firth. W. V. Quine, Hilary Putnam, Don Garrett, Robert Nozick
Second row: Thomas Blackburn, Steven Strange, Nelson Goodman, John Mc Nees, John Rawls, Stanley Cavell

First row: Michael Ferejohn, Warren Goldfarb, Catherine Elgin, Martha Nussbaum, Michael Rosen

The photo was taken in fall semester 1981. Don Garrett, Thomas Blackburn, Steven Strange and Michael Rosen were all assistant professors. Michael Ferejohn and Kate Elgin were Mellon Faculty Fellows, a one-year visiting position. John McNees was a very senior graduate student who was made a Lecturer for the year. (He never finished his degree.)

**Mounted photograph – Heidelberg (with 1994 inscription on back from Michael ~ LeGaiser)**

**White paper portfolios**
- Douglas Boynton Quine
- W. V. Quine drawings originals and scans
- Marjorie Boynton Quine
- W. V. Quine

**Harvard University Philosophy faculty**
- Alfred North Whitehead
- James

**Accordion file of clipping, show programs, museum postcards, unrecorded letters**
Houghton Box 152 - WVQ Typewriter in briefcase

WVQ 1927 Remington typewriter with famously exchanged characters for mathematical work in protective briefcase

*Remove gently from case:*

- knob on right allows the keys to be elevated for typing by sliding back
- slide knob towards front to retract keys for storage
Houghton Box 153 - 4” x 6” Notecards and Videotape Box

WVQ Lecture Note Cards (4” x 6”) [3” x 5” are in Houghton box 154 in metal drawers)
- (loose cards “Superseded in Truth, Paradox, and Godel’s Theorem”) [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “Assuming Objects”, Stockholm, Sweden, November 10, 1993 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “Free Logic, Description, and Virtual Classes”, Leblanc Festival Montreal, March 25-26, 1994 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “From Instinct to Ontology: The Flowering of Thought in Language” [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “From Stimulus to Science”, Ferrater-Mora Lectures, Girona, Spain, November 16-30, 1990 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “In Memory of John Finley”, Eliot House, October 26, 1995 [9 verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
  scanned: wvq-finley.pdf & wvq-finley-resize.pdf ; wvq_finley_abq.doc
- “In praise of Observation Sentences” (Wittenberg, Guadalajara, Missoula) 1992 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “Naturalism, or, Living Within One’s Means” [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “Pressing Extensionality”, Føllesdal Festival, Oslo, June 13, 1992 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “The Many Faces of Meaning”, Rutgers, August 2-4, 1993 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]
- “Truth, Paradox, and Godel’s Theorem”, Boston University, October, 1992 [verbatim notecards 4” x 6’]

1954 - 1962. Quine Home Movies
1983. W. V. Quine "The Elusiveness of Reference.", Oct. 21, 1983, Univ. of Maine at Farmington
  The Block Panel
  o The Boolos Panel
  o The Dennett Panel
  o The Dreben Panel
  o The Fara Interview
  o The Fogelin Panel
  o The Goldfarb Panel
Undated audio tape reel

**WVQ Momentoes**
- Ecuador – Peru border dispute color poster
- German war maps of World and Europe with official Nazi ink stamp
- Hotel-Pension “Adler”, Vaduz brochure
- Julius Zebrowski letters and analysis of WVQ handwriting
- MBQ Tourist Visa to Columbia, 1956
- Pan-Am Airlines Spanish phrase book
- Pietro Pezzati painting of WVQ photograph (black and white) and self-illustrated notecard letters about further portrait revisions
- WVQ letter to Professor Reeves on rejected manuscript – suggests improving writing
- WVQ Oberlin College Dean’s List letter from college President to the family
- WVQ old address books: A/ 2.5” x 4” and B/ 4” x 9.5”
- WVQ one page of a proof (in sheet protector)
- WVQ poem Thanksgiving Day – age 7 Nov. 23, 1915
- WVQ Spanish song lyrics
- WVQ Summit County Fair Livestock winners entered by WVQ onto preprinted form
- WVQ Valentines Cards assorted
- WVQ West High School / College Scholarship banquet program
- WVQ West High School class day program – class will by WVQ
- WVQ West High School commencement exercises – Jan 28, 1926 – WVQ honor roll
- WVQ WWI “Summit County Ohio War Chest” and “Liberty Loan V” metal buttons
- WVQ WWI savings bond purchase posters 6x
- WWI military service pins
Oversize Houghton Box 154 - Two Metal Drawers with thousands of Lecture Notecards (3” x 5”); Autobiography original images; Career Scrapbook; Kyoto Prize Photo Album; large drawings; large honorary degrees

Left drawer:

OFFPRINT DISTRIBUTION LOG [appreciated Sept. 8, 2007]
½ drawer (about 800 note cards) of note cards with people’s names and addresses and log of the reprints that they requested; most in WVQ handwriting (scanned example: wvq-davidson-follesdal-godel-tarski-reprint-all.pdf)

LECTURES
1946.* “On the Notion of an Analytic Statement” for University of Pennsylvania, December 18, 1946 at 3 pm. [75 verbatim lecture note cards] [cards scanned= pr-4905-wvq-1946-on-the-notion.pdf]
1949.* “Logical Aspect of the Problem of Meaning” for American Academy of Arts and Sciences, December 9, 1949 [18 verbatim lecture note cards = also December 6, 1949 as “Animadversions on the Notion of Meaning”] ? Giancarlo Zanetto transcription
1953.* “Colloquium on Idea of University” at Eliot House with I. A. Richards, McG Bundy, Jackson Bate, John Finley, W. V. Q., March 11, 1953. [28 verbatim lecture note cards]
1953.* “Numerical Models” for Oxford (UK) Math. Society, November 25, 1953 and also Bristol, November 27, 1953 [26 verbatim lecture note cards, 53 minutes as of card 24]
1954.* “Why Quantificat’l Standard?” for Oxford (UK), 1954. [verbatim lecture note cards numbered 50a – 56 ; therefore appears incomplete although the card 50a is labeled with the title]
1962.* “Numbers and Finite Classes” for Boston University Philosophical Club, November 7, 1962. [13 verbatim lecture note cards!]
1965.* “Meaning and the Alien Mind” Addressed to Fellows of Center for Advanced Studies, Wesleyan University, March 8, 1965. [30 verbatim lecture note cards – note another lecture by same name was given in 1965, only the first 3 cards were used in this one as well]
1965.* “Variables” for Wesleyan Math Colloquium, March 4, 1965. [24 verbatim lecture note cards, 55 minutes as of card 23]
1966.* “Mathematical Austerity” for Shop Club, Harvard University, March 17, 1966. [14 verbatim lecture note cards, 43 minutes as of card 12]
1972.* “Lecture on Theory of Knowledge” for Summer Institute, Amherst, June 27, 1972. [13 verbatim lecture note cards, marked “WVQ” card 1]
1972.* “Observation and Meaning” for Shop Club, Harvard University, October 19, 1972. [14 verbatim lecture note cards, marked W. V. Quine card 1]
1975.* “Meaning and the Alien Mind” for Mayberry Lewis' anthropology seminar, April 29, 1975. [25 verbatim lecture note cards– note another lecture with the same name was given in 1965, only the first 3 cards are in common]
1976.* “Goodman-Putnam-Quine colloquium” at Harvard University, December 8, 1976. [18 verbatim lecture note cards plus a card each answering Goodman and Putnam]
1977.* “Interrogation at Berry’s Seminar” at Boston University, May 10, 1977. [21 verbatim lecture note cards - puzzle: see also May 11, 1979 – year written in 2 places]
1979.* “Interrogation at Berry’s Seminar” at Boston University, May 11, 1979. [12 verbatim lecture note cards – puzzle: see also May 10, 1977 – year written in 12 places]

BRIEF REMARKS “Misc. Talks”
1957.* “Ohio State University honorary degree acceptance” for Ohio State University, June 7, 1957. [1 verbatim note card]
1957.* “Presidential Address introduction” 1957. [his plans / approach?] [1 verbatim lecture note card – “Misc. talks”]
1963.* “Sets are classes”, Dunster House, Harvard University, November 27, 1963  [1 lecture note card with a number of fragmented lecture notes – “Misc. talks”]


BRIEF NOTES / REMARKS – undated

“Quantification theory is the core of modern logic” [1 undated verbatim lecture note card – “Misc. talks”]

Handwritten list of first 197 publications, undated [2 note cards – “Misc. talks”]

Right drawer:
539x Hume course lecture notes 1946 for Philosophy 14c (published 2003)
Hume course assignments [scanned and Word files: Quine-Hume-Full-Times-Roman-12-point.doc & wvq-hume-Buickerood1-addenda.doc (etc)]

BIBLIOGRAPHY

OFFPRINT DISTRIBUTION - DECEASED [very incomplete appreciated Sept. 8, 2007]
• C. I. Lewis [scanned: wvq-reprint-ci-lewis.pdf]

Autobiography source graphics for WVQ *Time of My Life* (1985) in red MIT folder

Harvard University honorary *Legum Doctorem* degree 1979

Kyoto Prize photograph album presented by Inamori Foundation after Kyoto Prize

Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY honorary “Litterarum Doctoris”, May 9, 1981
• WV Quine diploma in a round blue cylindrical 16½” long container

Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden; June 1980 (DPh)
• Uppsala universitet. Hedersdoktorer honorary *Doctores honoris causa*. degree Filosofie hedersdoktorer with official ribbon though the document and a wooden seal (wrapped in Kraft paper)

Youth Drawings on Cardboard
• House designs
• People

WVQ Large format Scrapbook ** IMPORTANT **
• Oberlin Diploma
• Harvard grades
• Harvard Diploma
• Navy Commission letters
• Navy Thanks from James Forrestal
• Society of Fellows election from Alfred North Whitehead
• Harvard Faculty appointments
• Many group photographs
• Book covers
• Lecture posters
• National Academy Election kudos
ELSEWHERE – donated to “American Philatelic Research Library”:

WVQ Philatelic “High School Stamp Dealer”
Willard Van Orman Quine receipt for application to the American Philatelic Society, Nov. 26, 1924

“Centennial of a Philatelic Philosopher” by Douglas B. Quine, PhD in *Philatelic Literature Review* 4th Quarter, 2008 [copy of article]

Orchard Stamp Co (1923-1926)
Willard Van Orman Quine was founder and sole proprietor as a high school student; his *OK Stamps News* (complete set previously provided to APRL) was mailed to about 43 countries.

- Letters (Orchard Stamp Company letters files)
- ~ 100 Orchard Stamp Company stamp approval sheets with customer purchases and responses 1923 – 1926
- Ringed notebook “Approval Accounts Orchard Stamp Company Jan 1923-“
- 200 Pages Big 10 bound ledger book “Accounts OK Stamp News Aug 25, 1924 to June 1 1925 discontinued / merged”
- Orchard Stamp Co. “Record of Advertising” printed advertising items in bound notebook
- Sheet “Orchard Stamp Co” coupon redemption record April 1924-Oct. 1924
- “Orchard Stamp Co Directory: Customers and Prospects 1924-1925” bound notebook
- “Miscellaneous Records of Orchard Stamp Co.” in black Trifolded Folder
- Heavy Red Hardcover “Orchard Stamp Co Ledger Book 1922-1927”
- Shoebox packed tightly with folded letters with all his contemporary stamp dealers and separated with labeled index card dividers